Pragmatic

SEO Hacks
That absolutely make a difference

Your website is your most important piece
of real estate
Whether you are starting up your agency, or are
experiencing growth, Google is now your best-placed
partner to drive success.

“The best place to hide a dead body is on page two
of Google.” - Unknown

This is the time to capitalise on being an agile
business. With Google for Jobs challenging the
hierarchy of aggregators, job boards and even
LinkedIn, it’s the time to leverage this to your
advantage with the power of SEO.
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“SEO is only not seen as rocket
science by those who already know
it.”
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Rankbrain
RankBrain is a machine learning (AI) algorithm that Google uses to sort their
search results - it measures how users (candidates & clients) interact with these
search queries. And ranks them accordingly.

It’s how you get candidates and clients
So what does this mean? What if you were a candidate and searched for SaaS
marketing job in Google? Let’s have a look…
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Rankbrain
Clicks + dwell time = success
The 4th result on the first page of Google looks really interesting. If you click on
it, the link takes you through to a recruitment website. The number of times
users (candidates) does this is called the click-through-rate (CTR). And Google
likes this measurement - the more the better.
If, however, the content on this website was actually waffle and didn’t deliver
an actual job, then the user would quickly bounce from this page. So
effectively, the CTR was great but the bounce rate was too high.

Why does this matter?
It matters because Google awards those website domains that deliver both a
high CTR and a high dwell time (dwell is the opposite of bounce).

The power of staying
Dwell time is a ranking signal. And according to SearchMetrics, the average
dwell time for a top 10 Google result is…

Three minutes and 10 seconds
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Bucket Brigades
Getting users to stay on your website or page is critical. Remember, 3 mins 10
secs is the optimum dwell time. Google wants to serve up websites that offer a
great user experience (UX) and one way to demonstrate this is if the user sticks
around. And if they stick around, it’s likely because they have found content
that is valuable to them.

If you have them for 2 seconds, it’s likely they will
stay
No-one has a really good attention span anymore. So they need to see at first
glance that the page they have arrived on looks like it serves up the right
content in easy to digest, bite-sized chunks.
Compelling content = words and phrases that keep people on your page.

Bucket brigades
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Bucket Brigades
Bucket brigades open up gaps in your mind
And when you do this, you want to continue reading.
Whenever you have content that might be weighty or complex, and that might
make a reader bounce, add a bucket brigade .

If you’re stuck for ideas then you can always revert
to questions:
●
●
●

What does this mean to you?
How can you benefit from this?
Why do you need to serve up content quickly?

What’s the benefit of using bucket brigades?

This is
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“No website can stand without a strong
backbone. And that backbone is
technical SEO.” Neil Patel
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Benefit-driven Subheadings
You get more dwell time with subheadings
Users need subheadings to create the illusion of easy reading. Again it comes
down to that white space that allows the brain to breathe, and to serve up the
key points first.
Think BBC news. You start every bulletin with the key headline that essentially
has all the facts first. And as the story progresses you then get more ‘meat
around the bones’. The storyline fleshes out the details. But if you had only
read or heard the headline, you would understand the key content and within
context. Subheadings need to do the same thing. Allow the reader to pause on
the content they want to dive deeper into.

But they do even more!
They provide ‘value’ triggers for the reader and
tap into the need for instant gratification,
compelling the user to continue reading
because action- or value-driven words such as
‘improved’, ‘better’, ‘optimised’ and ‘easier’ all
respond to users’ needs to get a quick fix:
whether this is job or a solution to their pain
points.
This is critical because when it comes to Google, you sometimes get hit in
the face with conundrum. As much as most people want less copy to read to
get to the salient points, Google loves context and this is delivered by pages
that cover an entire topic in-depth; a one stop shop.

That’s why you need subheadings?
Imagine how hard going it would be to read 2,000 words (because that is
what Google says is the golden number) without whitespace, interesting
headlines, value added subheadings, and yes, graphics, memes and other
visually stimulating eye-candy.
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“There is light at the end of the
tunnel - stay with me.” Alison Dwyer
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APP Formula
When someone visits your page from Google, we’ve already established that
that you have two seconds to convince them to stick around.

A new two second rule!
And to make matters worse, if you lose them, it’s unlikely that they will want to
come back. So you really have to provide your reader with instant value, love
at first sight, compelling content. You do this using the APP formula - Google it,
it’s a very important content introduction framework.
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APP Formula
APP stands for Agree, Promise and Preview
Agree
You want to start off your content by providing the user with the idea or
concept that someone searching for your keyword or problem will agree with.
In persuasion communication this is called creating relevance, that you
understand their problem and that you identify with them.

Promise
Once you are engaging with your user - sharing a problem, you have to promise
them a solution. Or at least let them have a peek at the possibility of a fix or a
better world, or the user becoming a better version of themselves.

Preview
This is a straightforward offering of what is in store for them. And importantly
why the solution will work for them. It is really worthwhile to provide
additional context in the form of examples - this is especially useful if you are
using your SEO skills to attract new clients. You can offer up a case study, but
going back to what we outlined in terms of bucket brigades, benefit-driven
subheadings and APP, it’s worthwhile using these very same skills to provide a
much easier to read, contextual and compelling story about how your
recruitment agency solves problems for your clients.
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Book a demo

www.volcanic.co.uk

